
MANCHESTER 17 MCC LTD : DEAD EASY TRIAL, SUNDAY 22 JULY 2012, 
 
HASLIN FARM NEAR BUXTON. 
 
REPORT : Roger Townsend 
 
 
A busy weekend for the boys and girls of Manchester 17 Club. Following the 
previous afternoon’s Club Championship trial at Hawks Nest, it was the turn of the 
Dead Easy team, led by Steve Cocker, to put on the latest in the popular series of 
Dead Easy trials. 
And popular it was too. Eighty seven riders entered on a hot, sunny morning and it 
has not been very often you could say that this year! 
Four laps of ten sections was the order of the day and although the big lap is not an 
option for the course plotters at the moment it is still a fair ride round giving chance to 
“open the throttle” a bit between sections. 
The sections themselves were the norm for this venue, tight turns and climbs on 
limestone rocks and grassy banks. Section five on the hard route was the one that 
made riders think, with its tight cambered turn before a very steep, sharp climb up the 
banking and out. 
As for the riders it says a lot about these events that riders had come from as far away 
as Wales and Stratford on Avon, as well as all over the North of England. 
On the harder route, four riders went clean on a wide variety of machinery. “Factory 
Kev” Hipwell of Gas Gas fame rode round on an 80cc model and proceeded to 
demonstrate just how awesome these little bikes are. Then we had Mick Renshaw on 
a modern Gas Gas, Dan Turnoch on a twin shock Yamaha, and Rob Bowyer on his 
mighty 400cc Triumph. The ground really shakes when Rob thunders through the 
sections, usually at a fast rate of knots. 
On the Easy route, two riders kept their feet anchored all day, D. Osbourn on a Cub, 
and Matt Bentley on a twin shock Yamaha.  
It was nice to see Alan Critchlow back in the saddle after a lengthy lay off due to 
injury. An unfortunate five early in the trial was his only loss. It is also pleasing to see 
the youngsters doing well on this route, the likes of Oliver Foulke, Scott Hipwell, and 
the Frost brothers. The future of the sport needs these youngsters and events like these 
help to build their confidence. 
Speaking of youngsters it was fascinating to watch young Harry Turner tackle the 
Easy route on his electric Oset. He “whispered” his way through the sections with  
hardly a sound. Father Paul won’t have relishes the warm weather as he rode round 
with Harry with a pack of batteries strapped to his back. Harry only dropped 
seventeen marks with not a “five” to his name! 
Comments at the end were that it had been another enjoyable event. The biggest crisis 
of the day was at the start and the non appearance of the butty van! Many people had 
been fantasising on their way to the even about a bacon butty and to have their dreams 
dashes was just too much for some! 
Thanks as ever to the hard working small band of organisers who made the event 
possible and the Observers for their time and enthusiasm. 
 
 
 
 



RESULTS 
 
 
 
HARDER ROUTE 
 
Kev Hipwell (Gas Gas), Mick Renshaw ( Gas Gas), Rob Bowyer  ( Triumph), Dan 
Turnoch ( Yamaha ), all clean, 
Tony Field ( Beta), Robert Mycock ( Bultaco), Anthony Sprinks (Bultaco) all one 
mark lost 
 
EASY ROUTE 
 
D. Osbourn ( Cub), Matt Bentley (Yamaha), both clean, 
Carla Stott ( Beta), Oliver Foulke ( Yamaha), 2 marks lost each, 
Ed Hibbert ( Honda), 4, 
Alan Critchlow ( James), Scott Hipwell ( Gas Gas), Jordan Frost ( Beta), James Frost 
( Beta), Ray Critchlow ( Cub), Wilf Caldwell ( Beta), Stephen Simpson ( Montesa), 
Colin Smith  ( Cub), all 5 marks lost 
 
 


